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Global Research Editor’s Note 

The following article published in June 2015 is of relevance to the ongoing situation in Syria.
Already in mid-2015, former National Security adviser had proposed the possibility of direct
military action (i.e.  threats) against Russia,  while at the same calling for dialogue and
cooperation in regards to the campaign against ISIS,  a somewhat contradictory stance.
(M.Ch. GR Editor)

*       *      * 

In a newly published op-ed for the Financial Times, [June 2015] former official in the Johnson
and Carter Administrations Zbigniew Brzezinski urged that US to use “strategic boldness” in
confronting Russia, potentially militarily, over their involvement in Syria.

Brzezinski presented Russian airstrikes against Syrian rebel factions as at best a display of
“Russian military incompetence” and at worst a “dangerous desire to highlight American
political impotence,” saying America’s credibility is at stake from allowing Russia to strike
the rebels the US previously armed, terming them “American assets.”

He called for the US to openly demand Russia unconditionally halt all such moves, saying
Russian warplanes in Syria are “vulnerable, isolated geographically from their homeland”
and could be “disarmed” by force if the Russians don’t comply with US demands.

Perhaps most bizarrely, Brzezinski closes with talk of calling for Russia to coordinate with
the US in the war against ISIS, even though Russia has been openly offering this for weeks
over US objections. He further suggests coaxing China into joining the war against ISIS as
well, saying China would likely be interested in “increasing its own regional influence.”

Ultimately,  the  long-time  policy  adviser’s  position  seems,  like  so  many  of  his  recent
missives, to center around deliberately antagonizing Russia. He advocates taking enormous
risks of a large military confrontation with Russia, and his end-game goal is something
Russia is already offering at any rate, and which the Obama Administration keeps spurning.
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